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1 .0

Introduction

I always introduce myself area in the following way . . . . . . (INSERT
MAORI WORDS) Those of you who haven't met me before may think I'm
crazy . Yet, I introduce myself in Maori to make a point . People
wouldn't know by looking at the outside cover, that I was Maori .
So often we make judgements on the basis of the cover and not on
what's inside .
The cover is unimportant . The key is what's
inside .
I also introduce myself in Maori to say that knowledge
to stand
cultural heritage helps to give me confidence
front of groups to address gatherings on this topic .

of
up

my
in

The better we know ourselves, our total selves, the more we are
prepared to back ourselves and take risks . Everytime I stand up
I am
in front of a group of strangers I'm taking a risk!
stepping outside of my secure 'shoebox .' If I didn't know myself
I probably wouldn't take the risk.
One is
There are other reasons why I introduce myself in Maori .
to give you a notion of the background from which I come . I spent
three years on a Maori Mori which is the ancestral ground of my
tribe . This stay was part of Maori tradition as a means of
getting to know the culture .
Maori people like Aborigines
transmit their culture by word of mouth, and so it was the custom
that from pre-school to about year two, timm would be spent on
the Mori with the elders .
Whilst I was doing that, on the East Coast of New Zealand, I was
under the guardianship of a great uncle who said, "If you've got
something important to say, if you've got something you really
believe in and you want other people to listen, don't talk from
your head but talk from your heart ."
I am not going to preface everything I say with 'the research
says .'
It is sufficient to say that the theories are all
documented .
I would rather share experiences and thoughts that
come from my heart .
I want to address your
Here's an idea of where we are heading .
role in enhancing children's self concept . Your key role is your
acceptance that you are, if not the, certainly one of the most
powerful significant others in your children's lives .
We need look at classroom behaviour through a different pair of
eyes and ask the questions,
'What is that behaviour telling us
about the children's self concepts?' 'On the basis of that kind
of intervention, what kind of strategies might we consider?'
In addition, you will experience activities to illustrate
and to give you a basis for some discussion.

points

2 .0 Importance of Self Concept
Why self concept?
Why throughout Australia, throughout the
do
What's going
Western World
we say that it's a high priority?
on in our society that encourages us to take interest in this
area as educators, as parents, and as human beings? I am going
to give you some answers .
Firstly, Perth psychologist Denis Lawrence argues that it is the
More
most powerful motivator of human behaviour that exists .
than any materialistic outcome, more than any other aspect of
living, self concept is the key determinant .
It determines
whether one will use all one's potential as an individual .
It's
so for you, and it's so for the children that you teach . Let me
illustrate .
Four years back, on a Sunday afternoon there was a fellow on a
tractor, on his hobby farm .
At about four o'clock he falls off
under the rotating back wheel .
Throughout this ordeal he remains conscious as he is taken to
Royal Perth . Three leading surgeons look at his damaged left leg
and conclude that they'll have to remove that leg . They confront
this injured driver and get this response,
'Listen, I know me,
I've always backed me in everything that I do in my life and I am
going to back me again .
You'll pump me full of antibiotics,
you'll
stitch me up and I'll do the rest .' So against their
better judgement that's what they did .
Six months down the track that individual obtained an infection
with the early stages of gangrene . The same surgeons recommended
more strongly that they would have to take the leg off .
They
were met with the same response .
I saw Barry Cable at the end of last year running from
oval and I could not even detect a limp.

Fremantle

Think about that football player . Is there anything about him
that explains his success .
I would argue that physical size
doesn't give him the edge .
It gives him the ability but it
doesn't give him the edge .
There's more to it than that. It's
his ability to back self,
to risk self, and to push self to the
limit .
Let me give you an example from the female side .
Ita Buttrose,
is one of Australia's most respected, most sought after public
figures with the second highest rating of any radio programme
in the history of Australian broadcasting .
A tall poppy!
But comics joke about Ita Buttrose's idiosyncratic speech .
Imagine as a young adolescent the turn down experienced by that
woman every time she communicated .
The killer statements, the
knowing wink!
Utilising that
Yet here she is, a tall poppy .
very thing that society, that the people about her criticised her
for .
Meat explains that drive?
It is certainly not a

physiological attribute .
My last example .
We have in this state probably the greatest
adventurer of modern times .
We have got a man who single
handedly is sailing around the world three times .
Johnny
Sanders .
Now I have heard him called a poof, a wimp, or a
schizophrenic . I have heard him called every kind of name .
Indeed if you were to line John Sanders up with thirty other
yachtsmen, and 'you were to look up and down that line, there
would be nothing, absolutely nothing there that would identify
him as being the person who is going to climb the highest Mount
Everest of all times . So what explains it?
He gave an answer . In a Saturday morning sports talks, Sanders
noted :
'Some time ago I took some time out and I took that time
to have a good long hard look at me.
I found enough things about
me that I like, that I reckon I can live with myself for three
years .'
Dare we develop a self-concept that will allow us to take risks
and to use all our potential .
It's threatening to risk all . If
you accept that this is true for you, reflect on the kids in your
class .
Accept that exactly the same dynamic is there when some
kids sit down in front of a reading book, and they look at that
reading and they are saying, "How do I do this?" They say,
"I
don't know me well enough to take a risk here" .
Reflect on some playground conflict situations that may have
caught your eye and caused you some concern .
If you look at
confrontation carefully you'll say 'what's the bottom line of
what's going on here?'
So often two factors cause the conflict . One person either feels
threatened from communication coming from someone else or someone
is reluctant to display a sensitivity to the needs of someone
else .
Those in conflict are working from an egocentric, a
selfish, self sustaining platform .
Their platform says, "If I
don't stand up here and go for broke, I'm going to be weak and
I'm not going to get what I want ."
3 .0 Our Inability To Express Feelings
I feel that we have an Australian social deficit .
We have a
deficit related to the way we communicate . We're only prepared to
communicate a certain part of 'self' and we are reluctant to
communicate another aspect of 'self .' We keep it buried .
We are extremely reluctant to communicate about anything at all
to
do with the affective emotional self.
We look for
substitutes .
We look for props .
Rather than to show someone
that
we are really upset we may use some
physiological
supplement .
If we are feeling depressed, anxious, fearful and
full of anxiety, we fear to communicate those feelings .
Our
society tells us to suppress emotions .
If we do that then we

must have a crutch .
4 .0 Crutches Used by Society
There are some statistics that are now available .
we have one of the highest rising rates per head of
adolescent suicide of any country in the world .
have one of the highest rising rates of adolescent
any country in the world .

Now, in 1987
population of
Secondly, we
alcholism of

I was called into an independent school one day because they had
done a locker raid .
vben I went in there there was more grog
pulled out of that locker raid than there is in the Castle Hotel .
Researchers are finding young kids in year 8 and 9, drinking half
a bottle of scotch before ten o'clock in the morning .
We take more analgesics than any other country in the world .
We
throw more disprin, more bex, more asprin down our throats per
head of population by twelve percent than any other country in
the world .
There is something wrong here .
We shouldn't be putting our head
in the sand any longer .
We must ask 'why?' This country doesn't
know
terrorism,
economic
deprivation,
social
distress,
environmental disharmony, or racial disharmony like most of the
world . What explains this?
My hunch, is this . It is related to our attitude toward 'self,'
our
'self' as communicators .
We are told, "Don't show your
feelings, because if you do you're being weak and someone will
take disadvantage of you ."
We say that doesn't occur .
Think back to Bob Hawke's case last
year . A reporter thrusts the microphone under his nose and says,
'Hey! Listen, Mr . Hawke, I believe your daughter is a heroin
addict!"
This question goes to the heart . The honest natural
thing is to cry and he weeps as he answers .
'Yes, my daughter is
a heroin addict, and this is how I feel about it.' Eighty percent
of this country damned the man for being weak.
There were
headlines that wondered if Hawke would weep next week in the
house when Keating announces the next budget cuts .
Haven't you been to the Aussie barbeque where you walk in to the
keg, with the men on one side and the women on the other .
Men
the keg's half empty we have some good communication .
When the ACTU itself states that currently five days a week 70%
of the workforce find it necessary to call in to the boozer
before they get home, we have to ask why .
Are we a country of
besotted drunks here .
No .
The answer is we simply need
communication propped with substitutes .
We don't know 'self' well enough to back 'self .'
Someone once
said to me that "the best indicator of a healthy self concept is
the ability to say 'no ."' The true test of self concept is to

say 'no .'
Think through all the implications of that .
Often when you say
'yes' you are not backing self, but you are backing the person
out there .
When you say 'no,' often you are backing self in
spite of them.
Where do we fit in this?

What's our role?

We carry a veneer that we are projecting .
I'm a South Fremantle
supporter, but I could kill Jacko .
He is out there conducting
the crowd as the opposition players are kicking goals . I'll tell
you why .
He says, "They think I am an idiot, so I'll be an
idiot, and people will pay me a lot of money ." You know what he
used to be called as a kid? Kevin Munsford!
Think of the scene in your classroom, the class clown, the guy
who hogs the attention .
You might think,
"He's full of himself
that kid that he really is a clown ." Maybe what he is saying is,
"I have so many questions and doubts that I am going to demand
attention whether you like it or not, by putting on this act."
There are many 'tall poppies' in society, who in the public
arena, don't need to be doing that .
You wonder about the
entertainers, who really have the ability, that aren't satisfied
and go to the bizarre .
They go for props, like pop singers . You
ask "why the hell do they find that necessary?"
It's because they find inside particular attributes they dislike .
They don't find enough to be content .
5 .0 Role of the Media
To what extent does the media play a part? I am not yet prepared
to say it is an uncontrollable instrument . But it is probably a
great force working against your standards . In thirty minutes of
watching the kids may have a quick look at self and say,
"It
doesn't match up!" So for social approval where the kids go is
what they see .
what they haven't had is sufficient time to say
'this is me and I know me now. I look at those behaviours and I
don't want any of that .'
Take an adolescent kid in year 10 .
He gets to the stage where
he's going to have a joint .
Now he will certainly say yes if
he's standing there saying, 'I really don't know me very well . I
really don't have much confidence in me and one of the most
important influences in my life at the moment is peer group so I
say yes .'
We have spent millions and millions giving kids pamphlets on
drugs.
The kids that have got a drug problem know about the
facts of drugs . What we should be saying is, "Why do they find it
necessary? Why don't they say no ." Perhaps, they don't know
their own body well enough to respect it . Perhaps, they don't
know those other aspects of self other than reading, writing and

arithmetic to back that as well .
6 .0 Role of Teacher as a Significant Other
You are the most 'significant other' in your children's lives .
You're the most consistent and acceptable mirror they have to
look at to find out who they are .
hben we say enhancing self
concept, what we are talking about is changing statements from
'am I a person who reads' to 'I am a reader' .
'Am I a person who
makes friends easily'
to
'I am a person who makes friends
easily .'
'Am I a person who talks easily to other people' to 'I
am . . . .' .
Self awareness is experiencing self . It is, "I know whether I am
an 'Am I' to 'I am."' It is a knowledge of self .
Even if that
knowledge happens to say 'I am a person who can't,'
there is
nothing negative about that, if it is part of the whole package .
As long as there's also an awareness in other areas of 'I am also
a person who can,' or 'I am a person who looks like .'
We go through our whole life asking,
'Am I a person who looks
like .'
You may disagree but Laurie Potter went on to the first
board of the stock exchange this week . He is a multi millionaire
because we have many doubts about physical self, about what we
look
like .
We have so many insecurities that we
look
continually, we are not satisfied, and we are anxious .
We
haven't come to the situation where we say 'I am a fatty,
fair
enough .'
We'll only say 'I am a fatty, fair enough' because we also
'I am also someone who feels kindness to other people and
makes me feel good.'

say,
that

The only way they are going to change 'am I' for 'I am' is to
test out the 'Am I' and see what kind of feedback comes from that
mirror .
Your child may ask 'Am I a reader,' so he tries reading but this
is not enough on its own .
He needs to look in a mirror to see
what kind of reflection about himself and reading he sees .
What I am really saying is, ask,
'How real a person am I when I
am talking to my classroom?' Kids need to see some of the real
you as well as some of the 'chalkie' you .
Let me illustrate .
Lets assume we love the art gallery .
It happens that part of
your life is a love of art .
You arrange an excursion to the art
gallery - saying to the kids 'I want you to do these things .' All
they see there is the 'chalkie .'
Whereas if you said,
"We are
going to the art gallery and there's a painting there which I
think is magic and anyone who would like to come with me is
welcome to have a look at this painting ." They see you as a
human, warts and all .
I did some work for Cyril Jackson a few years ago and in Year
8

10

there were three girls who were
truant, and very aggressive .

sexually

promiscuous,

always

Peter Panegyres organised a project where the Cyril Jackson kids
to have self esteem would risk self by doing something they
Some were going to
thought they couldn't do in the first place .
cycle from Adelaide across to Perth while other kids were going
to run around the South West .
The whole idea was that they were going to go out and do
Now these three kids sat
something they had never done before .
back and thought "Oh beaut, I will do this, oh what a good one
this is . We'll be stopping off at Alice Springs Casino on the way
We have got three free days in
and that will be alright .
Adelaide, and boy that will be alright and there are those 50
guys going along and that will be even better ."
Peter takes these kids on the trip, at Alice Springs sure enough
Peter didn't even
there they are on vast floor of the Casino .
look . The idea was they were on a team of three and there was a
teacher . Those three girls became a team with a young teacher .
You should
I remember the first day of the cycle ride .
They came in bikinis, and the guys
seen
these kids .
hanging out of the back of the bus watching . After a few
they went straight .

have
were
days

I guess it was mainly because their bums were getting sore .
After a while they realized that
wore the right bottoms .
had covered 150 kilometers a day so they gained commitment .

They
they

Half way across the Nullarbor at Mildura is a big hill that goes
up and up .
The three girls drew the short straw. At lam this
particular morning their task was to get the team up the hill and
it was blowing a gale - 60nph winds, and rain .
The bikes
their eyes
the hill .
we can do
and saying
bicycle .

The four of them howled
were on a 45 degree angle .
out the whole way . They cried every inch of the way up
To this day I can hear them screaming "We can do it,
it" .
I was sitting with tears coming out of my eyes
If it had been me I'd get off the
'you poor buggers .'
They got to the top of the hill, all four of them .

Then a few days later one of the kids gave me a diary and there
lines in it .
"Today we climbed the hill with our
were two
They went
Today we knew that she is a real person ."
teacher .
back one more year because they found a mirror in that school, a
person that first of all was a real person and then a 'chalky .'
You say "Now Thompson do we have to go and ride a bike up a
I believe in your own little patch and
hill ."
Of course not .
your own little classroom - if you are a person who loves sharing
a book with your kids because you are someone who really enjoys
When you share with your kids the things that
it, then do it .
make you feel really good they enjoy it as well . The kids first

see you as a real person .
For what you show them
someone who really enjoys it" .

is

"I

am

We wish to enhance kids self-concepts .
It's providing classroom
time and providing an environment where they have the opportunity
to swing as many "Am I" statements to "I am" statements .
Self
knowledge!
In that situation you play the role of a significant other .
You
are the
mirror that provides then honest feed back.
I was
emphasising the, point that part of the message is how real a
person you present . How well they know you .
I was concluding at
the end that part of the deal is related to you and shared
experiences .
The more we share with out kids the things that we really enjoy
doing, the more real they see us, the more credibility we have as
a significant other .
7 .0 Maslow's Theories
There is another specific skill area that has an influence on
their self-concept, and that's the way that communication goes
between them and that mirror .
Let me explain!
Most of you at some time or another have come
across that American psychologist, Maslow .
Maslow argued that
humans possess a hierarchy of needs, survival needs,
security
needs, love needs, social approval needs, and at the top, self
actualization .
He said, until we know that we can satisfy needs
at one level we won't become motivated by the next level and so
on.
People have had another look at Maslow and another refinement has
come up. I think it helps us to understand certain behaviour in
terms of kids self-concept, and about our own .
People are
telling us now that Maslow is too global by having physiological
needs at the bottom and the rest higher up .
Yes, there are needs that we all have which are common to all
mankind on this planet .
In fact two triangles exist, and they
are side by side .
One triangle of needs is what we call physiological and the most
basic physiological need of all is our need for oxygen . We put a
lot of energy into making sure that the commodity exists .
Likewise our need for water, likewise our need for food, likewise
our need for warmth and shelter .
Every human being has those
needs regardless of where one lives, regardless of one's social
economic situation .
If you are being deprived of any those then you will change your
behaviour .
You'll direct your attention to meet the need. Here
is the clincher . We now know that all of those drives are left
brain, a
dominant hemisphere, which is controlled by reason .
10

But the drives related to essential needs, the homostatic drives
are directly related to dominant hemisphere .
So you say, "So what, Thompson?" I say that we are quickly aware
of their existence, we are quickly aware of their identity, and
we are quickly aware of what we need to do to satisfy them.
Is
it any wonder then that the part of self we know best of all is
related to our basic needs, which are only satisfied by work.
Without work, without our revenue and resources that come from
work, we are struggling to satisfy any of our basic needs .
I
know work is not everything, but I have spoken to over two
hundred parents dawn in Bunbury and I posed this question to
them.
"Imagine that your children have had a utopian educational
exposure - from day one everything has gone according to plan .
They've had the best teachers, the best principals, the best
schools, the best curriculum and they are at year 12 at the end
of the day.
Now I ask you, what is the one thing above all
others as a result of this utopian educational process that you
want your kids to have?"
What do you think the answer from over 90% was? A good job! Not
personal happiness, or enjoyment .
I asked the same question
yesterday at Gibbs Street to obtain the same response .
Why do people respond in this curious way? Most of our conscious
thoughts and needs are related to satisfying basic needs . This
drive is directly related to that dominant left part of our brain
that has conscious thought .
8 .0 The Need For Belonging
The hassle is that it is only half of the coin . There is another
half of our brain which meets our psychological needs, the need
to be loved, the need for security, the need for social approval
and the need for independence .
I use to think that love was the most basic need of all, but
it's not .
The psychological need is not for love . There is one
psychological need upon which all others hinge and it begins with
Bonding
life .
Doctors recognise the need to feel 'belonging .'
starts from birth .
Bonding is feeling a part of, a sense of
identity, a belonging feeling .
There are many children from influential, rich homes where they
are secure but their self-concept is a mess . The most basic need
of all is not being catered for .
My Mum is seventy plus and
third Sunday without fail,
says "Son, how are you,
forty three years old and
eating my meals! In fact,

she lives on her own. Every second or
the phone in my home rings . My Mother
are you eating your meals?" I am 43
my Mother rings me and asks me if I am
she is not asking me that at all . She

is wanting to express the need to belong and to satisfy this need
at the age of seventy five .
The need to belong is a well known sociological need that
children display in your classrooms .
It is at the base of all
attention seeking behaviour .
How many times have you said, "That kid is attention seeking ."
Do you qustion why?
If we are going to do something effective
for that child, we need to know why that kid is seeking
attention .
Many children, even'if they come from beautiful homes, even if
their parents are loving, even if you are a loving teacher, have
the need for that sense of belonging .
It emerges through
circumstances, that you and I cannot detect . Their behaviour is
not attention seeking .
It's because they need to know that they
have the means of doing something about that need to feel
belonged .
The work you do in your classes is essential regardless of
outside influences . This is your classroom patch . This is where
you can do something .
Here is where you can provide a climate .
Your hope is that they'll receive sufficient acknowledgement in
class so that at least they'll have a fall back position . At
least they know that somewhere there is the opportunity for them
to feel a sense of belonging .
Some will use every resource to satisfy this part of their self
concept . There is no stereo type situation that guarantees that
a need to belong is satisfied . There are hundreds of kids who go
to City Beach High School who don't feel 'belonging' to anyone .
Dads spend most of their time working . Are they really working to
satisfy needs? They love their kids and because they love their
kids they want them to have food, shelter and warmth . But what's
that doing about the need for belonging .
9 .0 Accumulating 'Belonging'
Take heart in the fact that every time a kid in your classroom
feels 'belonged,' it is like putting a dollar in the bank . I
would like you to think of that notion . Kids have the ability to
stock pile 'warm fuzzies .' They have the ability to carry with
them the deposits that are made in your classrooms .
It doesn't
change their world out there, but it's like the money in the
bank . It's a fall back position .
Don't pull your hair out in utter frustration if you find that
some of the children that you seem to be giving the most love to
are the same ones who seem to kick you in the backside most of
all .
It could be that the bank that they need, needs to be more
substantial than others .

12

10 .0 Clues for lack of Belonging
The real dilemma is this . The kids don't come into your
classroom,
jump up on the chair to say,
"Miss, I don't feel
belonged."
They don't walk in and say that,
"I've got serious
doubts about my psychological needs in terms of love ." If they
did that, then our jobs would be easy. We would have no hassles
with self-concept .
We are not psychiatrists .
I can't give a five page behavioural
check list which, if any of your kids are displaying these
things, would be ka hundred percent guarantee that they are
displaying a sense of isolation .
To do so would be to do irrepariable damage because teachers may
internalize those check lists and they may not cover the very
kids you should be looking at.
Sometimes,
attention.
presence .

a teacher feels that a child is really seeking
Their behaviour is such that you can not escape their
Here are some ideas to help these children

11 .0 Helping Skills : Attending
A key skill above all others is that every time that request
comes in, the kid gets recognition .
It may not take away the
source of the anxiety but it gives the kid a nice warm blanket
that makes him or her feel belonged .
There is a technique that we don't use enough, that tells a kid
that, "there is absolutely no doubt in my mind that you are
interested in me, no matter what my insecurities are because as
a significant other you care ."
We help through listening, not talking, and there are two
variables . One is obvious - the eye contact .
The eye contact
immediately tells me that you are interested .
The second skill is called active listening and that name
confused me .
A better name is paraphrasing .
All we do when we
listen to our kids is to understand what they have said and we
communicate it back.
As a child, I don't want an interpretation
of my message.
I don't want psychoanalysis of it . I am talking
to you because really it's important for me to feel as though I
belong and you belong .
Have you been in that situation where you are in a little group .
It's your turn to say something, no-one is looking at you and you
feel awful . No sooner do you finish your bit than someone starts
talking about something entirely different .
Don't you feel put
down .
You feel, "They really don't care about what I've got to
say."
If they start evaluating your message as well or giving you an
explanation, or a reason, it can do the same thing .
If they
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simply say back to you what you said, then you think they were
interested and you say, to yourself,
"I feel good about that, I
feel belonged ."
Unfortunately, what often happens is this .
It's early morning
and you're at school a bit early with a million things that you
Suddenly,
have to do .
You are writing on the chalk board .
"Miss!" "Yes, what is it Frank?" "Miss, Mum went and fell and
broke her ankle!" "Yes Frank, put the papers over there ."
Couldn't that be the biggest put down of all time for the little
'ankle biter .' The words that come out are unimportant, as they
will use any words .
Children are not going to stand there and
say "Miss, I have serious doubts about feeling belonged this
morning ."
12 .0 Stock Piling
Listening skills are crucial . Our children are far more resilient
than we give them credit for .
Just as they can stock pile the
'belongingness' that we give them so they have an ability to
stock pile the need until such time as when you can organize your
day to genuinely give them that listening .
They will stock pile
their need if they know that they'll get recognition .
At lunch times, for example, when you are walking in the yard,
they'll come if you'll talk to them and listen .
Again, for
instance, they will come if they know on Friday afternoon when it
is free time that they can talk and know that you will stop doing
whatever you do and maintain the eye contact and use paraphrase .
13 .0 Balga Primary School Shared Time
Balga Primary School is using this idea .
They have set aside
twenty minutes, three mornings a week .
School starts with a
free activity, called 'shared time .'
Their kids can share
anything they like, but if the need is surfacing, the teacher is
available to listen .
Not every morning . It would be wrong to
have it five
mornings weekly,
because then you are not
disciplining the notion of stock piling the need .
I believe we underestimate children because we are so caught up
with organizational tasks .
We spread out true communication too
thinly, too randomly.
One of the things that really stresses a teacher is trying to
listen to kids when they want to talk but when the teacher hasn't
the time to do so .
You may try really hard but all your body
language tells the kid that you're not really listening and you
want to get away . So making that time when you are accessible is
less stressful on yourself and is more quality time even if it's
only a couple of minutes for the kid .

14 .0 Other Opportunities for Shared Time
Can one standardize across a school a time that is convenient to
each individual teacher?
Some teachers may feel much better
sharing while walking around at lunch time in the yard .
What makes me think about that is a trip to Roebourne and a
teacher said to me, "I know what you are talking about Thompson .
I was driving into cricket after school and I saw these kids
kicking a footy around the oval .
I stopped and I thought I'd
kick the ball around, and within minutes there were about ten
kids there . I thought I had learned more about them in that half
hour than in any other time ."
In fact, that teacher felt relaxed . He was more a real person,
and more accessible to the children then than at any other time .
He was doing that activity without even knowing why he was doing
it, a couple of nights a week .
Now that wouldn't suit me if I was back teaching and likely it
wouldn't suit all of you, but it suited him . The real answer is
to identify the time when you can't pretend or play act!
If we do act the kids pick it up .
you're not really interested .

Body language tells them that

15 .0 Quality Time Through Programming
The other way of developing this quality time - the one to one
relationship - between yourself and the students is really to
look at your programmes and try to figure out how you can
organise your classes and subjects so you can maximize a one to
one time . For instance, you might be able to bring in parents to
work with small groups of kids so that you could conference
individual students - either that or organizing other school time
as well .
16 .0 Consistency
We need to have a consistent time in
We need to be consistent .
which the kids can stock pile their need to belong .
So it can't
It's got to
be one morning this week and we wait another month .
be a set time which they know that you're accessible .
There is one other thing that will help them . This is related to
discipline, and rules . The one thing that rattles kids more than
anything else is inconsistency .
Alvin
we have a problem with inconsistency in this day and age .
Toffler in his book in the late 60s noted that the real threat to
social sanity at the end of this century is not technology but
There is a lack of any
transience - here today gone tomorrow .
a lack of permanent yard sticks in our
permanence in our lives,
presence that we can look at and say as we grow, "Where do I
stand in relationship to that yard stick?"
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Now the real dilemma facing kids today is a disappearance of
those yard sticks in their lives .
The values and standards that
were recognised when I was a kid come hell nor high water have
gone .
Take religion . I'm the wheelbarrow religion . My Mum used to push
me there every Sunday .
I remember as a kid sitting there
thinking that,
"this was the most boring song I had heard in my
life ." I thought, "Every time that guy gets up there and gives a
sermon, he frightens me to death, and I'm sure I'm not going to
survive another day,
I have done all the things he says you
shouldn't do - I have done all of them." Yet they would follow
the same traditions over and over again .
But I grew and the realization came, that they had been doing
those things for hundreds and hundreds of years . That prayer has
been said that way Sunday in and Sunday out for hundreds of
years . So maybe I should take some notice of religion .
Now if a yard stick is here to-day and gone tomorrow where do you
find out where you stand . I went to a church service not so very
long ago and I really thought I was at
Molly Meldrum's
Countdown .
There were overhead projectors going, a rock band,
dancers and I thought, "Lord, what's going on here!"
What if
kids?

countdown ends tomorrow?

What do we bring in

for

the

The kids tell me, "Give us some consistent values and yard sticks
so we can find out where we are at ."
TV!
What hypocrisy and dual standards in one hour of TV viewing
do our kids see .
In any TV play, documentary they will see at
least fifty dual standards modelled in one hour . Now if they are
going to have security,
if they are going to have consistency
they need your classroom because they won't find it anywhere
else .
They don't have to agree with your standards .
They just
need to know that every single day that for every one of those
yard sticks the same value is present .
17 .0 Adherence to School Rules
If you've school rules in this school that you don't have a
commitment to and you therefore do not model, I tell you, all you
are duplicating is the one hour session on the TV.
If you want
to call them rules, it is important to have key basic values
that everyone can consistently model .
Then in your classroom, your own personal patch you identify
yourself as saying :
"I am a teacher who knows myself well enough
to say that these things are really important to me . Not because
anyone is telling me but because I am a person for whom those
values are a part of me .
In this class I am going to
consistently model those considerations and I expect you to show
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a sensitivity towards them . I won't falter on that ."
Kids are 15, 16 and 17 and they say to me, "Where the hell am I?"
They don't have to agree with your rules and you would hope that
as they have life experiences, they'll say:
"that teacher who
told us that was bananas!
I know myself well enough to say that
that doesn't apply to me ."
You
cannot prescribe from outside,
rules,
or discipline
considerations that you can expect to project as a 'significant
other'
if they aren't any part of you . This is the one chance
that kids have got,of learning that kind of permanence and that
kind of consistency.
I think they need it .
18 .0 School Considerations
I believe that schools need a minimum number of high profile
school rules in which there is one hundred percent staff
commitment .
It is likely that you need what I call school
considerations .
These are housekeeping regulations that you
don't have an in depth internal commitment to . But none the less
they are necessary for the smooth operation of the school .
Don't communicate them as a high profile school rule if you
cannot consistently model them .
The same occurs in your own
classroom with your own kids .
So you keep rules to a minimum,
push them as high profile and consistently model them.
Call the classroom regulations considerations .
To me these
things are important . Then you have a way out, when the kids say
"My old man swears like a trouper but I swear in the classroom
and I get clocked" .
Now your not, in that situation modelling a yard stick, you're
saying, "I am a person for whom these things are important ." The
differentiation that the kids can make is, "For Miss and her
class these considerations go ." In my patch out there those
considerations don't go ." That is the real world .
That gives
you
the
opportunity to enforce them to stick
your
by
considerations and feel good about them .
The bottom line of the considerations though is that they have to
come from you .
They are not something you fetch out there . You
do that and they're not part of you then you're not going to
model them.
19 .0 Aggressiveness
We often communicate aggressively . Very often we don't realize
our aggressive communications because again we are very human
people and we can't be perfect in everything .
If we communicate
assertively it can be taken on board without any ripples .
However, if we communicate aggressively, the kids feel the
threat .
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When we communicate assertively we are
Let me differentiate .
When we are communicating
leaning forward and bringing in .
When we are
aggressively we are leaning back and pushing away.
leaning back and pushing away the first question that is asked
is, "Do I belong?"
To help you, there are three little rules of thumb .
three key words that you should never never use .
symtomatic of aggressive communication .

There
They

are
are

20 .0 Use of 'You'
What do you believe or understand to be the most aggressive word
in the English language? "You!" Everytime you say it, you are
It is to be avoided at
pushing someone away and leaning back .
It is the most potently aggressive word in the
all costs .
English language .
What can we substitute you with, to say the same message but we
"they."
"I,"
"we" or
are leaning forward and bringing in?
'You come
Contrast,
'I would like you to come here,' versus
Try,
"I" is bringing forward .
here .' Which is pushing away?
'We would like you to sit here,' versus 'Jimmy come forward .'
You can even be angry and say, "Would you like to come here ."
We have always thought that we must not show our feelings, and I
If you are angry let the kids see
am saying nonsense to that .
you are angry but don't do it aggressively.
21 .0 Use of 'Why'
What do you think the second word, the second most potent one,
Here is the scenario . A bloke is out in the backyard
would be?
and wacks a cricket ball through my window and I am really
steamed . I walk out there and I want to lay down the law on this
broken window business . I walk up to him and I say to him, "Why
did you do that, Darren?"
"I have found you guilty and I
Now if I use 'why,' I'm saying,
don't really want your answer - just get back over there! I'm
communicate
Everytime we
just
telling you I'm steamed ."
We are
beginning with the word "why" we are being aggressive .
pushing someone . We don't really want an answer .
"Explain", fine . Or "what
What word can we use instead of why?
happened here?" We are leaning forward and bringing in .
22 .0 Use of 'But'
We use this word grammatically
There is one last scenario .
incorrectly. My bloke is home and he's done a page essay and he
knows that he wants to go and have a few kicks with his mates at
the oval . So the first three quarters of the page is really good
"Gee, I've only got 10 minutes to go to
writing but he says,
finish ."
He shows it to me and I am really annoyed about this .
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So I give this feed back.
"Darren the first three parts of this
is okay but the last part is the pits ."
The 'but' tells him that I am not really interested in the first
three quarters . I'm only wanting to tell him the negative stuff
at the bottom. That's pushing away!
23 .0 Conclusions
We have looked at 'am I' versus 'I am' and concluded that
better you know yourself the more honest your communication .
Another
turning
am."

the

point we made was about developing self concept
assumptions into beliefs,
the "am I's" into the

by
"I

We affirmed that you key role is that of a significant other .
stressed the importance of consistently providing feed back
you are going to be an effective significant other .

We
if

The point was made that you need as well as being a 'chalky'
be seen as a real person .
The best way you can do that is
sharing part of your real self with the kids .

to
by

I suggested to you that the aspect of self concept most at risk
is that part laying in the affective area based on the theory
from the two Maslow triangles .
We said that there are a number of things that place that part of
self at risk .
Above all is the need for an accessible
significant other .
Reference was made to yard sticks so we can get some security.
Finally, we talked about aggressive communication, with reference
to the need for purposeful listening, and that requires us to be
accessible .
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